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A weighted string is a sequence of probability distributions over a given finite alphabet $\Sigma$. A weighted string represents many standard strings, each with the probability of occurrence equal to the product of probabilities of its letters at subsequent positions of the weighted string. Usually a threshold $1/z > 0$ is specified and one considers as matches only the strings for which the probability of occurrence is at least $1/z$.

Weighted strings, also known as position weight matrices or uncertain strings, arise naturally in many applications. In molecular biology, position weight matrices were introduced as an alternative to consensus sequences and may appear due to flexible sequence modeling, such as binding profiles of molecular sequences. Weighted strings are also present in mining applications due to imprecise data measurements or when observations are private and thus sequences of observations may have artificial uncertainty introduced deliberately. Weighted strings can also be viewed as a generalization of indeterminate strings (i.e., degenerate strings).

This talk will focus on the solutions to Weighted Pattern Matching problem, in which we are to find all positions of the given weighted text where a given string pattern occurs with probability above the threshold, and its indexing variant. We will also survey other algorithmic results on weighted strings, including a variant of Weighted Pattern Matching in which both the text and the pattern are weighted, practical approaches to Weighted Pattern Matching, and differences between the longest common subsequence and shortest common supersequence problems on weighted strings.
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